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ABSTRACT
Nemeth, William James, M.S., Winter 1982

Forestry

An Economic Analysis of Horse Skidding in Western Montana
Forests (57 pp.)
Director:

Dr. George M. Blake

The specific problem that prompted this study was the lack of
information available to silviculturists and other land managers who
may wish to consider horse skidding to accomplish some treatment in a
stand. The objectives of the study were: 1. to examine the economic
considerations that will help a 1arid manager evaluate a potential
horse skidded sale, and 2. to isolate the critical factors that influ
ence profitability on horse skidded timber sales and determine a horse
logger's average hourly wage and motive. The procedures used were a
case study of a horse skidded sale, and personal interviews with
experienced horse loggers.
Horse skidding costs 25-30% more than equipment logging and is
only justified when environmental constraints rule out mechanized
skidding. Careful horse logging can reduce soil disturbance and mini
mize damage to residual trees, regeneration, grasses, and shrubby and
herbaceous vegetation.
Horse loggers can maximize profits by maintaining accurate records,
using experienced teamsters and horses, paying low stumpage costs,
concentrating their efforts on products such as utility poles and
peeler logs that are large and have a high value, and keeping the
length of skids down. A land manager who lays out a horse skidded
sale must insure that all factors favor the horse. This requires down
hill skidding, numerous landings, and few long corners.
The average hourly wage for horse skidding in 1981 was computed at
$7.87 per hour, considerably less than the $8.00 to $12.00 per hour
that mechanized skidder operators were receiving. The prime motive
for horse skidding is that i t is a lifestyle. Horse loggers enjoy
their work and are dedicated to doing a logging job that has a minimal
environmental impact.
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INTRODUCTION
Many of the silvicultural prescriptions written for stands in
western Montana forests call for partial cuts in young mature or mature
stands.

Prescriptions that recommend a thinning of commercial size

trees, removal of individual trees under a selection system in allaged stands, or improvement cutting (pre-salvage, salvage, or sanita
tion) are best accomplished when minimal damage is done to residual
trees.

Likewise, overwood removal of seed trees or shelterwood trees

is best accomplished when there is minimal damage to the regeneration.
Horse skidding can achieve these goals.
There are currently numerous articles in newspapers and magazines
suggesting that horse logging is making a comeback because i t has ad
vantages over equipment logging for protecting the environment.

How

ever, very little useful information is given to a silviculturist who
must write prescriptions, or to foresters or small woodlot owners who
must decide which timber harvesting system to choose.
Each harvesting system.(including animal, tractor and skidder,
cable, balloon and helicopter) has its own economic and environmental
considerations and should be matched to the stand's terrain and manage
ment objectives.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the

economic considerations of horse skidding.
If horse skidding proves to be economically feasible there could
be many benefits for western Montana.

Skidding material with horses

is labor intensive and has the advantage of requiring only a small
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capital outlay.

There may be a potential for creating more jobs in

the timber industry, or at least horse skidding may be a means to
help ranchers and woods workers to survive hard times until higher
paying jobs become available.

The public may allow certain areas to

be logged with horses where they would not allow equipment logging.
Since much of the energy input for horse skidding comes from renewable
resources i t is not a drain on fossil fuels.
Objectives
The basic purpose of this study was to obtain information that
would aid silviculturists, foresters, and other land managers in
evaluating a stand's potential for horse skidding.

Specific objectives

are:
1.

To examine the economic considerations that will help a land
manager evaluate a potential horse skidded timber sale.

2.

To isolate those critical factors that influence profitability
on horse skidded timber sales and determine a horse logger's
average rate of return and motive.
INFORMATION REVIEW

Interview
Joseph Gorsh, Region I Logging Specialist for the U.S. Forest
Service, was interviewed on April 20, 1981.

He stated that the Forest

Service tries to keep 25-30 animals working throughout the Region so
they are available when needed.

Currently less than 0.5% of the

Region's one billion B.F. annual allowable cut (5 million B.F.) is
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horse skidded.

Horse skidding costs for an appraisal are determined

by using the tractor cost of $34.66/M B.F. (adjusted for M B.F./
acre, log size, skidding distance, and scaling defect).

Then 25% is

added i f slope is less than 20%, or 30% is added i f the slope is
20-35%.
The main criteria to determine i f an area should be horse skidded
are environmental constraints that rule out equipment skidding.

Horse

skidding is the preferred system to log areas where residual trees
need to be protected such as campgrounds, or removing the overstory
from a seed tree cut that has regenerated.
From his experience Mr. Gorsh feels horse loggers are a dedicated
breed who tend to work longer hours for less wages than equipment log
gers because they enjoy what they are doing.

They must know how to

work with animals and spend time on weekends caring for the horses.
He also feels that there is a lot of poor data concerning the product
ivity and costs of horse logging being taken as gospel.

The tendency

is for people to study one sale and try to extrapolate the data to a
sale that has different conditions.

Loggers may also be prone to

report their best day's productivity more than the average.

If this

information is applied to another sale i t tends to cause time overruns.
Mr. Gorsh also stated that the reason horse skidders cause less
damage to residual trees is that they do not have the power to injure
the trees as much as equipment.

A horse skidder must use finesse in

a hangup situation, rather than use the hundreds of horsepower that
is available to an equipment logger to extract a stuck log.

If the
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lack of power is accompanied by a horse skidder who takes pride in
doing a good job a horse show will cause little damage to residual
trees and minimize soil disturbance.
Literature
A literature review of horse skidding showed that most articles
dealt with its environmental impacts, economics, or a combination of
the two.

Many of the current articles about horse skidding tend to

say how nice the sale area looked afterward, or how much the logger
enjoyed skidding with horses, but provided limited quantitative data.
Berg (2) studied a commercial thinning in a dense, 40 year old
Douglas-fir ( Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco) stand in western
Oregon in 1960-1961.

Two men using power saws and a horse brought

2,400 B.F. to the landing for each 8 hour day.

The trees were small,

average d.b.h. of 8.3", and averaged 429 trees per acre.

Trees marked

for removal were wolf trees or were defective trees with broken tops,
sweep, or large limbs.

Each logger's wages for felling, skidding and

loading was $3.00 per hour in 1960-61 dollars.

In the final analysis,

including all costs, the returns to the landowner from the operation
were $4.82 for each M B.F. logged for a total of $1,038.32.

In

addition the landowner recovered road building costs of $1,175.17 for
a total return of $2,213.49.
Worthington (12) felt that horses are particularly well adapted
to skidding small logs under the light, frequent cuts typical of
thinning operations.

Skidding distances should be less than 300 feet
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as costs rise proportionately to distances.

Skidding is much cheaper

during second and subsequent thinnings since original skid roads and
swamped trails can be reused.

His study found that one man using a

single horse had a daily output of 3.5 to 6 cords, (1.7 to 3.0 M B.F.).
He felt that as the utilization of small sized thinning material be
comes more profitable and more widespread interest in horse
skidding may increase.
Sanderson (9) wrote about a partnership of Ed Ernst and John
Mathison

(E & M Logging), that horse logs in Montana's Flathead

National Forest.

He reported that 3 crews consisting of 2 men each

(1 teamster and 1 brush piler-trail swamper) skidded an average of
12 M B.F. per working day.

E & M Logging made a profit, but to do so,

required working 10 hour days, 7 days a week.

Ernst estimated that

E & M would harvest more than 2 million B.F. in 1980, using 10 horses,
3 tractors, and employing 18 to 20 people in the summer and a smaller
crew year round.

Ernst is quoted in the article:

small, private landowners who would never allow their timber
to be harvested by heavy equipment are often delighted to
sign a contract with a horse logger who can promise a job
that will look nice and will leave the residual forest in
good shape. There is a demand for horse logging and your best
sales pitch is to get people to look at what you've already
done. We turn down an offer a week for private timber jobs
because we can't keep up.
Edwards (4) writing about horse logging in British Columbia
stated that an investment of $5,000 can get most loggers a team of
draft horses and harness and the logger can clear $50 to $80 per
day.

British Columbia's Chief Forester, Bill Young, is optimistic
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about the usefulness of horse logging for the management and thinning
of second-growth stands.

Mr. Young stated:

Equipment which is efficient and cost-effective for harvesting
old-growth trees is simply not an acceptable means of selective
ly thinning young forests. Commercial thinning with horses
rather than with conventional machinery could make the differ
ence as to whether a particular thinning operation is carried
out or not. In fact, the special requirements for commercial
thinning under selective conditions could bring about a new
era of horse logging.
Allen and Adams (1) reported that Don Diehl, a Sandpoint, Idaho
logger, uses one horse and a portable sawmill to commercially thin
small diameter stands of lodgepole pine ( Pinus oontorta, Dougl.),
western larch (Larix ooaidentalis, Nutt.), grand fir (Abies grandis,
(Dougl.) Lindl.), and Douglas-fir ( Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.)
Franco).

Diehl has refined his operations in two years and shown

that i t can be done on a profitable basis.

Daily woods production for

the 3-man crew (2 fallers and the horse handler) runs about 106 trees
or 424 8-foot pieces (about 4.24 M B.F.).

The ability of the horse

to maneuver in tight places-, the very limited damage to seedlings and
saplings, plus the reduction in road building are cited by Diehl as
reasons for turning to horse logging methods.
Forbes (5) stated that an intelligent, woods-wise horse or mule
often works without reins or words of command, bringing single sticks
or two or three small sticks to the landing, stopping with the load
in position to be unhooked, and after being unhooked going back to
the woods by himself to have another load attached.

He felt that

where relatively small timber is being selectively cut, and the skid
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ding distances do not exceed about 400 feet, the single skidding
horse is usually about the most efficient and economical method of
removing forest products from the woods.
Host and Schlieter (8) studied the feasibility of using inexpen
sive skidding equipment in a small-stem lodgepole pine stand in
western Montana and compared the efficiency of skidding with a horse,
small tractor, and small rubber-tired skidder.

Based on their study

they determined the capital investment for skidding horses is more
efficient than either of the other two skidding methods; and that on
a cost per cubic volume skidded, the horse was less efficient than the
rubber-tired skidder but more efficient than the farm tractor.
Garrison and Rummell (7) studied the effects of timber harvesting
on range forage production in the ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa
Laws.) forests in eastern Oregon and Washington.

Pine forest range

lands provide 70 percent of the summer grazing capacity in the region
and are very important to the livestock industry.

They classified

disturbance to vegetation and the soil mantle into the following
three major categories: (1) deep soil disturbance - soil displaced or
torn up to a depth of 1 to several inches or even feet; (2) shallow
soil disturbance - litter, humus, and tops of herbaceous plants cleared
away and the soil displaced or torn up to a depth of less than 1 inch;
and (3) slash covered - ground surface covered by slash and logging
debris.

Study results showed the immediate effects of tractor logging

were of major consequence to the range, resulting in soil disturbance,
forage destruction, or slash covering an average of one quarter of the
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ground surface (Fig. 1).

More than one-half of this soil disturbance

was deep - in excess of 1 inch and often to a depth of 1 or 2 feet.
The scraping and clawing actions of the tractor treads also hastened
the development of skid trails.

Repeated use deepened them and

caused soil compaction.
Garrison and Rummel found cable logging caused slightly more
total disturbance than tractor logging, but the intensity of disturb
ance proved less severe.

Cable logging resulted in deep soil dis

turbance on only 1.9% of the ground surface compared to 15.0% for
tractor logging.

Cable logging resulted in almost 3 times as much

slash as did tractor logging due to pulling logs through patches of
tree reproduction on the way from stump to jammer.
They reported horse logging disturbed the range less than either
tractor or cable logging.

Only 16.6% of the ground on horse skidded

areas was denuded of grasses, herbaceous and shrubby

vegetation or

covered by slash in contrast to 29.9% by cable or 26.0% by tractors.
Unlike cable skidding, horses did not smash freely through patches
of tree reproduction to create more slash than resulted from felling
and bucking operations.

Moreover, only 2.3% of the ground was scarred

by deep soil disturbance compared to the 15% for tractor logged areas.
Garrison and Rummell concluded the type of harvesting method used on
ponderosa pine ranges greatly influences the effects on soil, forage,
and grazing capacity.
Wright, Rhoads, and Isaac (3) studied decay losses following
logging injury in partially cut stands of western hemlock (Tsuga
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Source:
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Percent of logged ponderosa pine range disturbed by
horse cable or tractor logging by type of disturbance.

Garrison, G. A. and R. S. Rummell. 1951. First year effects
of logging on ponderosa pine forest range lands of Oregon
and Washington. Jour. Forestry 49(10): p. 709.
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heterophillla (Raf.) Sarg.) and Sitka spruce (Piaea s-itohens-Ls (Bong.)

Carr.).

About 1/2 of the residual trees injured by logging became

infected by wood rotting fungi in a period varying from 5 to 32 years.
Decay following logging injury amounted to 41% of calculated gross
increment for western hemlock and 43% for Sitka spruce.

They felt a

reduction of decay loss in partial cutting can only be effected by
reduction in the amount of trunk injury.

This could be accomplished

by the use of lighter machinery, horse skidding, confining skidding
as much as possible to main skid roads with a minimum of curves,
avoiding skidding in spring, and by taking out severely injured trees
at the close of each cutting operation.
Logging damage was evaluated in the spruce-balsam type of the
Upper Fraser River Valley of British Columbia (2).

The average des

truction caused to the residual stand was 29.4% for horse skidding of
16 foot logs, 44.2% for tractor skidding of 32 foot logs, and 59.4%
for tractor skidding of tree length logs.

Sixteen foot logs were

not skidded by tractors so a comparison is questionable.

Heavy tractor

skidding of tree length material resulted in considerable destruction
to the advanced regeneration.
Horse skidding may be an acceptable harvesting method on forest
soils that are highly susceptible to compaction from mechanical equip
ment.

Forest sites that are moist, that contain even a small percent

of clay, or that are lacking organic material are prone to compaction.
Soil compaction by logging equipment increases the soil's bulk density

n
(the weight per unit volume of dry soil), decreases infiltration rate
(water movement into the soil), and reduces macroscopic porosity (those
spaces in the soil which allow free movement of water and air).

Track-

type tractors also produce an energy input in the form of vibrating
stresses that make the total stress considerably higher than the
average for the same ground pressure, per square inch.

Although there

is very little data on the soil compaction caused by horse skidding,
there are numerous documented cases of soil compaction resulting from
equipment logging (10, 11, 6).
PROCEDURES
The Case Study
A small timber sale was purchased in March of 1978 and skidded
with horses.

The sale area consisted of approximately 8 acres of the

ABLA/XETE, ADP Code No. 690, habitat type.

Trees to be removed in

the overstory were marked with a vertical stripe of orange paint.
The understory residual trees were mostly lodgepole pine, 5 to 20
feet tall, that were scheduled for thinning after the sale was com
pleted.

The area varies from a flat bench to a 20% slope (Photo 1.).

The bid for the sale was computed using a Garrett rubber-tired skidder
at $20.00/M B.F. and an inexperienced operator at $5.50 per hour.
Complete

cost records were maintained during the sale for all aspects

of the operation.

Labor activities were divided into felling and

bucking, bunching and skidding, loading, driving, and unloading posts,
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Photo 1.

Photo 2 .

Looking south i n t o the main sale area.

Horses were teamed on heavier l o g s . The
D o u g l a s - f i r on the f a r side o f the team
scaled 404 B.F. (Scribner Dec. C. scale)
and weighed over 3,500 pounds
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and piling slash.

The income from posts and rails, and the logs

were totaled from scale slips.

Fixed and variable costs were charged

to posting or logging on an actual or percentage basis (based on time).
At the completion of the sale an hourly rate of return was computed
for posting and logging by subtracting their costs from their income
and dividing profit by man hours of labor.
The average price received per piece (minus hauling) was deter
mined by dividing the total income from each product, minus hauling
costs, by the number of pieces.

Factors such as slope, log size, and

skidding distance that influenced productivity and profits were
observed and recorded so they could be compared with the experiences
of other horse loggers.
Questionnaire and Interviews
Personal interviews were conducted with persons representing 13
separate recent or current horse skidding operations west of the
Continental Divide in Montana.

Questions asked the respondent's

amount of logging experience (both equipment and horse), the products
that gave them the best return on their investment, their average
daily production and hourly rate of return, their opinion of the site
impact of horse skidding and what factors they felt influenced
profits (see Appendix A).
The hourly wage for horse skidding as determined by the case
study and the interviews was then compared to an equipment operator's
wages.
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RESULTS
Case Study
The Lincoln Ditch Overstory sale was located within the N.E. 1/4
of Section 32, T 15 N, R 9W, P.P.M. in the Beaver Creek drainage on
the Lincoln Ranger District, Helena National Forest.

The bid for

the sale was $1,033.00 with $307.56 for slash disposal with a
$100.00 performance bond.

Some other sales that were sold on the

Lincoln District at this time included:
SALE

SPECIES

STUMPAGE (INCLUDING SLASH)
PER M B.F.

Wilson Gulch

A.F.

$26.16

L.P.

$66.41

D.F.

$30.31

L.P. & D.F.

$65.56

Lincoln
Spieling

These sales were tractor logged and demonstrate that the
Lincoln Ditch sale which sold for an average of $46.35 (including
slash) for all species was not atypical for stumpage prices at this
time.
The logging plan was based on the contract specifications, the
terrain, the existing road system (see Appendix B) and an effort
to maximize productivity and utilization.
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Felling was done at a slight angle to skid trails (herringbone
pattern), to protect the advanced regeneration, and to keep trees
off the road.
Bucking lengths were determined by the tree's potential for the
highest value product and the contract specifications.

Utility poles

were cut in lengths of 36, 41, and 46 feet from lodgepole pine.
Douglas-fir was bucked into peeler log lengths (multiples of 8.5 feet
to 34.0 feet).

Other logs were bucked into 16.5 foot lengths so a

short log truck could haul them.

Posts and rails were bucked into

standard lengths, (6.5 feet to 18 feet in 2 foot multiples).
The skidding team, Mike and Floyd, were grade draft horses that
weighed about 1800 pounds each.

The horses were worked single or

teamed depending on the size of the log (Photo 2).

Although horses

can pull their own weight i f necessary, the average turn should be
about 1/3 the animal's weight.

The horses worked about 6 hours a

day and were tied at the campsite overnight.
A single horse or the team was driven to the butt of a log and
turned so they would not have to back up.

On small logs a 5/16 inch

logging chain, 6 feet long, with a 3 inch slip hook was fastened
around the log and hooked with a grab hook on the singletree.

Hitch

ing was done as close to the log as possible - a short draught
attachment - so the log would ride up and over obstacles in the skid
trail and not dig into the ground.

Logging tongs were used on very

large logs that were difficult to get a chain around.

The horses were
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driven or led down skid trails to landings.

Trails were laid out to

minimize skidding distance, take advantage of downhill slopes, and
avoid areas that were stumpy or covered with heavy slash.
Landings were established in clearings along the road where
logs could easily be loaded by self-loading log trucks.

Material was

segregated into separate decks: peeler logs, utility poles, sawlogs, and posts and rails (Photos 3 and 4).
Hauling was done by contractors with self-loading log trucks.
Posts and rails were hand loaded and hauled on a stock truck.
Slash disposal requirements included lopping tops from cut trees
into chunks not exceeding 4 feet in length.

Slash less than 4 inches

in diameter and within 30 feet of the Lincoln Ditch road was hand
piled.

Piles were a minimum of 5 feet in height and 10 feet away

from standing green trees.

The Forest Service completed the remainder

of slash disposal using the slash disposal funds.
Table 1 shows the total labor input for the case study and
Table 2 gives the operating costs and the average hourly rate of
return for labor.
The sale data is summarized in the Operational Cost Summary
(Table 2) and explained in the Cost Item Explanation Table (see
Appendix C).

Costs were allocated to each operation on an actual

basis or proportionately on a time basis.
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Photo 3.

Photo 4.

Decks were segregated a t the landings f o r
easier loading by trucks
U t i l i t y poles are
on the r i g h t i n t h i s photo, peeler logs on
the l e f t and short sawlogs on the l e f t near
the top.

Numerous decks were made along the haul
road to minimize skidding distance.
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Table 1.

Direct Labor Input for the 2 Man Crew in Hours.

ACTIVITY

LOGS

POSTS AND
RAILS

TOTAL

Felling and Bucking

30

31

61

Bunching and Skidding

86

54

140

Loading, Driving and
Unloading (posts)

0

48

48

J1

_0

J1

Piling Slash*
TOTAL
% OF TOTAL

*

127
49%

133
51%

260
100%

Piling labor was charged in total to logs because no post
slash required hand piling along the road.
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Table 2.

Operational Cost Summary in 1978 Dollars

COST ITEM

LOGS

POSTS

TOTAL

$ 57.00

$ 59.32

$116.32

8.85

9.22

18.07

13.19

13.73

26.92

FIXED COSTS

1.

Horses, saw, truck

VARIABLE COSTS
2.

Interest

3.

Increased feed

4.

Stumpage

859.98

173.02

1,033.00

5.

Slash deposit

234.11

73.45

307.56

6.

Contract hauling

816.35

7.

Post hauling

8.

Saw gas and oil

52.00

12.61

13.12

25.73

$2,002.09

$393.86

$2,395.95

GROSS RECEIPTS

$2,799.13

$718.56

$3,517.69

- TOTAL COSTS

- 2,002.09

393.86

- 2,395.95

$797.04

$324.70

$1,121.74

DIVIDED BY HOURS

127.00

133.00

260.00

X WAGES PER HOUR

6.28

2.44

4.31

NET

0.

0

816.35

52.00

TOTAL
9.

0

-
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Figure 1 gives the average number of pieces per M B.F. that
resulted from the sale data.
Figure 2 illustrates the average price received per piece
(minus hauling cost) for various products.

$4.45 per piece is the

average total logging cost, including labor at $6.28/hr. for the
log operation.
Interviews with Horse Loggers
Appendix D contains the complete results of the interviews with
horse loggers.
The respondent's average total logging experience for all methods
was 14 years, with a range from 1/2 to 48 years.

The average horse

skidding experience was 4 years, with a range from 1/2 to 7 years.
Fifteen percent of the responses were based on accurate—^
records, 23% on moderate records, and 62%

on speaking from experience.

The need for better record keeping by horse loggers was obvious.

Many

could only estimate their skidding cost per M B.F., daily average
production or their hourly wage.
Ten of the 13 respondents skidded both single and teamed (on
long skids or on heavy logs).

One logger always skidded with a team

and 2 loggers always skidded with single horses.

One logger used

skid pans to reduce skidding friction, one used a homemade arch with
truck tires, and one a bobsled on very long skids.

—

Accurate was defined as a high degree of completeness.
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Only one logger used an A-frame to load logs with horses, one
loaded with a loader, and the other 11 loaded with a self-loading
log truck.

Most who had experimented with loading logs with horses

found i t too slow.

One logger was plagued by repeated loader

breakdowns that helped lead to the end of his logging.
Forty-six percent of the loggers used a cat to aid in decking,
road building, or brush piling.
Trout Creek area.

A decking buffalo was used in the

This is a portable, welded A-frame with a ramp that

allows horses to deck logs about 4 feet high.
Most of the loggers skidded some combination of the possible
products (utility poles, sawlogs, house!ogs, pulp, firewood, posts
and rails, pilings, barn poles, or cedar).

Most felt the specialized

products such as cedar, barn poles, utility poles, or houselogs
paid a better return than skidding sawlogs, and much more than pulp,
posts and rails, or firewood.
The average number of hours of horse skidding per day ranged
from 5 to 9 hours with an average of 7 hours.
Daily average skidding production ranged from 1.3 M B.F. to
5.0 M B.F. skidding single - with an average of 2.7 M B.F.

The

figure of 5.0 M B.F. resulted from skidding large cedar logs on
steep ground.

The daily average production for team skidding ranged

from 3.0 to 8.0 M B.F. with an average of 5.0 M B.F.

Teams can skid

larger loads than single horses but also have the disadvantage of
requiring a wider skid trail.
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The number of weeks the horses were used per year varied from
12 to 52 weeks with an average of 35 weeks.
have to be fed.

Horses, unlike equipment,

Even though their maintenance ration is less when not

working, i t is more economical to keep a working horse than an idle
one.
The yearly cost per horse ranged from $400.00 to $1,195.00 with
an average of $787.00.

The variation in this cost was due to a

difference in feeding programs (hay is more expensive than pasture)
and shoeing.

Some loggers used their horses unshod, and some spent

over $300.00 per year per horse on shoeing.
The response to the question, What is the effective working life
of a skidding horse?, varied from 6 to 16 years with an average of
11.7 years.

This question was asked because Worthington (12) used

a working life of 4 years in determining his estimated annual main
tenance cost for a horse.

I felt this was low and many of the loggers

felt horses could skid from 4 years old to 20 years old.

The longer

working life allows a logger to depreciate his purchase price over
more years than much of the literature would lead one to believe.
The cost per M B.F. for skidding ranged from $30.00/M B.F.
(from a sale done 5 years ago) to $55.00/M B.F., with an average
of $38.50.
The longest economical skidding distance ranged from 150 to
1,300 feet, with an average of 587 feet.
justified with large, high value logs.

Long skids can only be
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Eight of the 13 respondents said their hourly wage was $6.00 to
$8.00/hour, one said $10.00/hour, one said $11.00/hour, two said
$12.00/hour, and one had no idea.

The average wage for horse

logging was calculated at $7.87/hour.

The loggers working for the

highest wages were working on specified horse logging sales put up
by the Forest Service that contained good material and was purchased
at low stumpage.
All the horse loggers felt that horse skidding had less impact
on a site than equipment.

Most believed the reduced impact on the

environment justified the lower stumpage prices the landowner or
Forest Service receives on horse logging sales.
Only 2 of the 13 horse loggers felt horse logging was not
profitable.

One was retired and only horse logged part time and

felt i t would not earn anyone a living.

The other had no problem with

horse logging but kept having expensive breakdowns with his loader on
his logging truck that forced him to quit.

Two other loggers who

were interviewed together felt that horse logging was profitable,
but not as profitable as equipment logging so they returned to
mechanized logging.
Eighty-five percent of the loggers cited cheap stumpage as the
reason they were showing a profit.

Other reasons given for horse

logging being profitable included: working hard, low equipment costs
and low overhead, and the experience of the logger.
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The two reasons that were given for horse logging being unprofit
able were its low production and the loader repair costs that used
up all the profits.
No one claimed to have a motive for horse logging other than
profit except for the retiree who gained some extra income this way
and probably did i t more for the enjoyment.
Not one horse logger claimed they could pay the same stumpage
price that equipment loggers pay and come out ahead.

In the Flathead

area horse loggers are paying $25.00 to $30.00/M B.F. to landowners
for stumpage.

They are keeping busy because the Mountain Pine Beetle

infestation is heading that way and the landowners are trying to remove
their mature lodgepole pine before they are beetle killed.

Land

owners will allow a horse logger in to do a neat job when they would
never consider equipment logging.

The horse loggers generally hand

pile their slash and leave the land looking like a park.
The Forest Service was, both praised and criticized by horse
loggers, depending on which District was involved.

Many horse loggers

criticized the Forest Service or B.L.M. for not knowing how to set up
or administer a horse skidded sale.

Some of the contract specifica

tions that were criticized included: having to consolidate decks on
level ground, not allowing decking along existing roads, minimal road
building that left long corners, and no use of equipment allowed on
horse sales (even for decking).

One logger even asked the Forest

Service i f they were putting food stamps in with their bid package on
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an unrealistic sale.

Overall, the horse loggers encourage the govern

ment agencies to be more flexible.

Why not allow equipment to be

used on a couple of pickles that are too large for the horses?

Also,

they should understand that horse logging takes longer, and grant more
time to lessen defaults.
Almost all the horse loggers would like to see more horse skidded
sales in sensitive areas.

They felt the Forest Service needs contin

uity in its program - a long term approach - so that a logger who
makes the investment in horses and equipment knows he will be able to
keep working.
Some horse loggers are working on slopes as steep as 55%, using
logs for sidebumps and sidehilling logs down the mountain.
A few inches of snow helps a horse logger, 2 to 3 feet slows
them down and is about the maximum they can work in.
Some inexperienced, would-be horse loggers, enamored with the
glory of i t , have defaulted, sales, had time overruns, and even
injured horses.

These types can give all horse loggers a bad name.

Foresters and landowners should be skeptical of incredible claims by
some horse loggers and see how much experience they actually have.
However, they should also be willing to give the determined novice a
fair try at learning the trade, perhaps letting them try a small
sample area before awarding a large sale to them.
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DISCUSSION
Careful horse skidding tends to minimize damage to residual
trees, regeneration, grasses, shrubby and herbaceous plants and
causes less soil disturbance and potentially less soil compaction
than equipment logging.

This is primarily due to teamster care in

driving, a lack of horsepower to inflict damage, and the narrow
ness of a single horse (about 36") that allows i t to maneuver through
a stand.

Horse skidding produces no vibrating stress.

The soil

compaction i t causes is very localized and occurs near the soil's
surface.

Horse logging has less potential for causing enough compac

tion to influence the growth of residual trees or regeneration, or
change the soil structure over large areas as equipment has done on
some sites.
Some difficulties arose during the case study that influenced
productivity and profits.

On Tuesday afternoon about 2:00 p.m.,

September 19, 1978, Floyd, the sorrel horse, was left unattended for
a moment and trotted off.

We searched and tracked him until we

located him the next afternoon.

He was found heading up a timbered

ridge approaching the boundary of the Lincoln-Scapegoat Wilderness,
almost 7 miles from camp.

Horse hunting took 24 man-hours of labor.

However, this was an abnormal occurrence that resulted from teamster
inexperience and was not charged as a labor input.

Floyd may have

smelled a bear, or spooked at something else, but i t was very
unusual for him to leave his teammate.

The following summer Bob
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Toelke had a similar experience while horse skidding on the Ninemile Ranger District.

He never did find his horse (see Appendix E).

The proximity of a well-traveled road caused a problem with
firewood cutters trying to buck up logs before they were skidded.
This problem stopped when the Forest Service placed signs that
forbade woodcutting in the sale area.
The skid road to the Northwestern portion of the sale (slash
map, Appendix B) proved to be too narrow for hauling trucks.

This

meant the material from that portion of the sale had to be skidded
over 300 feet to a landing on the Lincoln Ditch road.

This greatly

increased the overall skidding time for the sale.
Besides these obvious difficulties, an analysis of the data
collected during the case study showed that there were many more
subtle factors that also influenced productivity and profits.

Many

of these factors were not identified at the time the sale was pro
gressing and demonstrate the absolute necessity for a logger to
maintain accurate records of costs, production, and income.
The factors that influenced the low hourly return for horse
skidding of posts and rails included: a high stumpage cost, the low
number of post and rail material per acre, and the high skidding cost
that most post cutters do not incur.

Pos" loading, driving, and

unloading of almost 79,000 pounds of posts and r~;
arduous and time consuming.

Droved to be

The most efficient post and rail cutters

work in dense stands and load directly onto 4-wheel-drive trucks that
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are unloaded with forklifts.

Horse skidding of scattered post and

rail material and hauling on a stock truck that requires hand
unloading is not cost efficient.
Posts, rails, and small logs that require

prebunching by hand

or with horses take more time to skid than larger pieces.

Figure 1

showed the average number of pieces per M B.F. for the sale.
Skidding 12.4 turns with one piece utility poles will put 1 M B.F.
at the landing, but with 8 foot posts i t takes 20 turns with an
average load of 5 hand bunched posts.

Tree length skidding of post

and rail material was done when feasible, but often the presence of
residual trees or stumps limited tree length skidding.
Figure 2 shows how a horse logger can realize more profit
by concentrating his efforts on products that have a high value per
piece.

In fact, products such as utility poles and peeler logs

also have lower logging costs per piece than the average because
they require less hookup and bunching time.
Paying a greater hauling cost is justified i f the products
price is high enough at the destination to cover additional costs.
A greater return would have been realized by shipping the logs that
sold at $120.00/M B.F. in Lincoln, to Evans Products where $150.00/
M B.F. was paid for the same species.
cost was only $5.42/M B.F.

The increase in log hauling

Hauling logs was a high cost that could

yield higher profits to the horse logger i f he could do i t himself
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rather than contract it.

This would also end the problem of trying

to locate haulers when they are needed.
Travel costs to and from the sale can be kept down by camping
on the sale area.

This is almost a necessity anyway since the horses

should not be left unattended for long.
Horses need to be used as much as possible throughout the year
to keep the feed cost to productivity ratio down.

Horses, unlike

equipment, have a maintenance charge in feed bills whether they are
being used or not.
The average skidding output for 8 hours on the sale was 1.77
M B.F.

This figure would have been higher i f logs would have been

larger and i f the 300 foot skid could have been shortened.

The

average logging cost per M B.F. for logs was $46.22 including all
applicable fixed and variable costs (team, truck, saw, feed, saw
gas and oil) and labor charged at $6.28 per hour.

As teamsters

gained experience and productivity increased the cost per M B.F.
would decrease.
If the wage computed in the operational cost statement for post
and rail logging of $2.44 is dropped as uneconomical we can compare
the wage of $6.28/hr. for a horse logger with an equipment operator.
According to the Missoula branch of Montana Job Service, skidder
operators are mostly employed on a piece-rate basis.

The Job

Service's estimate is that skidders were making $8.00-$10.00 per
hour in the summer of 1978.

The factor of inexperience of the horse
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skidders must be considered as well.

An equipment operator would

not do as well as the average on his first sale.

The horse logger's

efficiency of technique and productivity would greatly increase with
experience, resulting in higher wages and profits.

Although the

results of the case study show that equipment operators' wages are
higher than a horse logger's i t is unfair to compare novice horse
skidders with experienced equipment operators.
An interesting aspect of the sale was the amount of comments
and spectators i t drew.

Comments usually were to the effect that,

"that's the way we should be logging".

People traveling down the

Lincoln Ditch Road enjoyed watching the big horses and the teamwork
between man and animal.

Horse skidding has the potential (at a

safe viewing distance) of drawing people to the forest and enter
taining them.

It is as much a tie to the past as a historical

battlefield or ghost town and at times can be as exciting as pro
rodeo.

The Forest Service should consider the recreational potential

of horse logging when setting up sales.
The residual trees and regeneration sustained almost no damage
from the sale and there was a minimum of soil disturbance.

At this

time i t is difficult to discern that the area was logged recently.
Overall, the data from the case study demonstrates that horse
skidding, like any business, offers a chance for success or failure
depending on factors such as the knowledge of the businessman, pro
ductivity, market conditions, prices of raw materials, prices paid to
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subcontractors, and others.

Like other businesses, horse loggers

can increase profits by increasing their selling prices, increasing
productivity so fixed costs are spread over more pieces logged,
concentrating on more profitable items, or by cost reduction.

Horse

loggers can increase selling price by shopping around to see what
each mill is paying and computing the selling price after hauling
costs are deducted.

Another method to increase selling price would

be to market a more finished product such as lumber.

Productivity

can be increased by using experienced horses and teamsters, logging
larger rather than smaller pieces, tree length skidding when possible,
and eliminating long skids.

The case study results showed the most

profitable items a horse logger should concentrate on were utility
poles, peeler logs and sawlogs and keep away from skidding unprofit
able items as posts and rails.

Cost reduction is the item the horse

logger has the most control over and can be accomplished by camping
to save gas, using pasture rather than hay when possible, and buying
inexpensive stumpage.
The interviews with horse loggers were used to compare with the
results from the case study and to determine new information that
would not become known from only one sale.

One of the greatest

surprises that materialized during the interviews was that there
are lady horse loggers who find i t a challenging and exciting
occupation.
her horse.

One of the two even needs to stand on a stump to harness
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Stage or combination sales, that use horses for prebunching
and use equipment on main skid trails, are being done in Trout Creek.
This method may prove to be a good way to accomplish commercial
thinning because i t uses both methods to their best advantage.
Horse logging can be profitable and some horse loggers have
been working steadily for 5 years and keeping up payments on log
trucks, loaders, cats and horses and paying their employees up to
$7.50 per hour.

Although horse loggers gave profit as their main

motive for horse logging, most of their profit resulted from personal
incentive to work long, hard hours.

In reality most would have been

making more money as equipment loggers.

Other motives that are

probably more accurate are; enjoying working with the big horses,
being your own boss, and taking pride in doing a good logging job.
Horse logging is a lifestyle more than just a job and horse loggers
are dedicated to doing their part to preserve the environment.
CONCLUSIONS
A silviculturist, forester, or landowner must remain objective
about horse skidding and should not select i t as a harvesting system
because of its romantic appeal.

As one old horse logger put i t ,

"A mill doens't pay a plugged nickel more for a log that was horse
skidded instead of machine skidded."

The major economic consideration

on a potential horse skidded sale is that i t will cost 25 to 30% more
to skid material with horses rather than equipment.

This will require
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lowering stumpage prices accordingly to make the sale profitable to
horse skidders and must be justified by environmental constraints.
Horse skidding of small, scattered post and rail material is not
cost effective or competitive with efficient post cutters who load
directly onto trucks.
Management objectives and environmental constraints that may
suggest horse skidding include requirements to minimize soil
disturbance and reduce damage to grasses, herbaceous and shrubby
vegetation, residual trees or regeneration.

Minimizing site impact

may be especially critical on important watersheds or rangelands.
The minimal site impact that can be attained by careful horse
skidding was documented by the literature review and by interviews with
horse loggers, many of whom also had years of equipment logging
experience.

This is primarily due to horses being narrow and maneu-

verable, having limited horsepower to inflict damage, and proper
attitude of the teamster.

The public has a perception that horse

skidding is a better way to harvest sensitive areas.

A land manager

can take advantage of this perception by using horse skidding to
perform treatments in controversial areas or highly visible stands
such as campgrounds or scenic corridors.
The major factors that influence the profitability of horse
skidding include the experience of horses and teamsters, stumpage
costs, size and value of products skidded, skidding distances, den
sity of standing timber and terrain conditions.

A land manager who
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is considering a horse skidded sale must remember that, to be
profitable, all factors have to be in favor of the horse.

This

necessitates downhill skidding, allowing numerous landings and few
long corners.

Another major factor that influences profits is

accurate record keeping, an area where many horse loggers need to
improve.

In reality, many of the factors that influence profitabil

ity of horse skidding would hold true for any skidding system.
The average hourly wage for horse loggers in 1981 was calculated
at $7.87 per hour, considerably less than the $8.00 to $12.00 per
hour that skidder operators were making.

Horse loggers, although

profit motivated, trade off higher wages for maintaining a lifestyle,
doing work they enjoy and take pride in.
Finally, land managers should not view horse skidding as a
panacea, but rather as one more tool they can use to accomplish
their objectives.
is appropriate.

The secret of success is to choose i t when i t

APPENDIXES
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APPENDIX A
QUESTIONNAIRE
SUBJECT:

AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF HORSE SKIDDING IN WESTERN MONTANA
FORESTS

RESPONDENT:
ADDRESS:
1.

How many years of logging experience do you have?

Years.

2.

How many years of horse logging experience do you have?
Years.

3.

What is the basis for your responses?
Moderate records,

4.

Speaking from experience.

Do you skid with a single horse, team, or both?
Single,

5.

Team,

Both.

Do you use any devices to reduce skidding friction such as
drays, sleds, carriages, etc.?

6.

Accurate records,

No,

Yes

Do you use horses for loading logs onto trucks?

No,

Yes.
7.

How do you load your logs onto trucks?

8.

What machines support your horse logging operation? (trucks,
dozers, etc.)

9.

What products do you skid with horses?
Houselogs

Sawlogs

Pulp

Utility poles

Posts & rails

Firewood

Other
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10.

What products give you the best return on your investment of
capital and labor?

(Assign numerical ranking to the above).

11.

How many hours do you horse skid in an average day?

Hours.

12.

Approximately how many M B.F. do you skid in an average day?
M B.F.

13.

How much of the year do you work your horses?

14.

What does i t cost you to keep a horse for a year? $

15.

What is the effective life of a skidding horse?

16.

What would you estimate as your cost per M B.F
$

17.

Weeks.
.
Years.
for skidding?

-

What would be your longest economical skidding distance?
Feet.

18.

What would a horse logger's hourly wage be after deducting
logging costs (except for payroll deductions, i.e., soc. sec.,
work comp., etc.).
Below minimum wage $3.35/hr.

$4.50 to $6.00

$3.35 to $4.50. <

$6.00 to $8.00

Other $
19.

Do you think horse logging has less impact on a site than
mechanical logging?

20.

No,

If you are realizing a profit, why?
Low overhead,

Other

Yes

Cheap stumpage,
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21.

If you are not making a profit, why?
High Overhead,

22.

Other

If horse logging is not profitable why do you do it?
Enjoy it,

23.

High stumpage,

Some addition to other income,

Other

Please comment on your experiences concerning the economics of
horse logging and why you feel i t is or isn't competitive with
other logging systems.

Consider log size, environmental factors

(slope, snow), Forest Service policy, etc.
Isn't competitive.

THANK THEM FOR THEIR TIME.

Is competitive,
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Appendix B.

Slash Map - Lincoln Ditch Overstory.
Forest, Lincoln Ranger D i s t r i c t .
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Appendix B (continued)

SCALE:

8 Inches = 1 Mile

LEGEND
Purchaser Required to Hand P i l e Slash
/////////

Purchaser Required to Buck Tree Tops i n t o
Maximum 4 Foot Chunks
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Appendix C.

Cost Item Explanation

The following cost item explanation was computed using 1978 dollars
and based on being on this sale for 3 weeks.
EXPLANATION

ITEM
FIXED COST

Per Year
1.

Horses:

$2,500.00 purchase of 2 1500 # horses
$1,410.00 resale or canners @ $.47/1b.
$1 ,090.00 over 5 useful years

$

218.00

160.00 for 2 sets used harness over
4 years

$

40.00

Harness oil and repairs per year . . . .

$

40.00

$

Pasture:

priced in local area.
$12.00 per A.U.M.
3 A.U.M. (1.5 A.U.M. per horse)
$36.00
x
2 months grazing on weekends
$72.00
$
72.00
x

Hay: priced at $45.00/ton in Blackfoot
Valley, 50/50 alfalfa-grass,
9 tons

$

405.00

Salt:

5

50 lb. blocks per year . . . .

$

9.00

Worming:

spring and fall paste worming.

$

24.00

Vaccinations, annual Eastern and Western
Encephalomyelitis & Tetanus

$

9.00

Veterinary: Miscellaneous

$

50.00

Absorbine & fly wipe

$

9.75

Shoeing: $72.00 per team x 4 times
yearly

$

288.00

TOTAL

$1,164.75

$3.19 per day x 21 days = $67.01
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Appendix C (continued).
ITEM
2.

EXPLANATION
Chainsaw:
-

3.

$350.00 purchase price new
50.00 salvage
$300.00 over 4 year straight line
depreciation = $.205/day x
21 days

Stock Truck:$4,160.00 used price
-2,000.00 resale
$2,160.00 over 3 years depreciation
is $60.00 per month or for
3/4 month

4.

Interest: on $1,440.56 (lump sum stumpage, slash
deposit and performance bond) for 5 weeks
@ 13%, charged 49% to logs and 51% to
posts.

5.

Increased Feed:

6.

Stumpage:

$

4.31

$

45.00

due to working requirements exceeding
maintenance requirement that was charged
to fixed cost. $468.00 per year for oats,
$26.92 for 3 weeks, charged 49% to logs
and 51% to posts.

613 posts @ $.164 = $100.53
164 posts @ $.442 = $ 72.49
$173.02 for posts.
total of $1,033.00 - $173.02 = $859.98 for logs.

7.

Slash deposit: $9.92/M B.F. for logs x 23.6 M B.F. = $234.11
total of $307.56-$234.11 = $73.45 for posts

3.

Contract Hauling:

Destination

Cost

Cost/M B.F.

$371.35

$35.00

R & R Lumber,
Lincoln
Montana Pole,
Butte
Evans Products,
Missoula

$280.00

$64.72

$165.00

$40.24

TOTAL

$816.35

Appendix C (continued).
ITEM
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EXPLANATION

9.

Post Hauling:

260 miles x $.20 per mile (allowed by
I.R.S. in 1978) = $52.00

10.

Saw Gas:
Bar Oil:
2 Cycle Oil:

11 gallons @ $.959 = $10.55
8 gallons @ $1.71 = $13.68
.5 gallons @ $3.00 = $ 1.50
TOTAL

$25.73

charged 49% to logs, and 51% to posts.
11.

Gross Receipts:
Destination

Logs
# of Pieces &
B.F. Volume
(Scribner Dec.C. Scale)

R & R Lumber
Montana Pole
Evans Products

Gross

329-10,610
54-4,326
63-4,100

$1,273.20
$ 853.13
$ 672.80

446-19,036

$2,799.13

1978 Post prices from Bouma Post Yard, Lincoln, Montana.
No.

Length & Top
Diameter

@

$ Gross

# Weight

187
31
303
81
18
74
32
23

6.5' under 4"
6.5' over 4"
8.5' over 5.5'
8.5' over 8"
10' over 6"
12' over 6"
14' over 5"
16' over 5"

.36
.40
.68
.85
1.05

$ 67.32
12.40
206.04
68.85
18.90
88.80
48.00
42.55

6,358
1,674
26,058

2.70
8.50
154.50

240
1,020
14,420

$718.56

78,862

1.20

1.50
1.85

8,100

1,800
9,546
4,768
4,278

Rai 1 s

206

12'
14'
16'

978

TOTAL

6
17

,45
,50
,75

$

45

Appendix C (continued).
ITEM
12.

EXPLANATION
Wages:

The total labor inputs for the log and post operations

divided into their net profit gives an hourly rate of return.
Wage figures do not reflect any deductions for social security,
disability insurance (workman's compensation) or state and
federal taxes.
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RESPONSE NUMBER

EXPLANATION

1-13

? - respondent had no answer

3.

A.R. = accurate records
M.R. = moderate records

4.

7.

E.

= speaking from experience

S.

= single horse skidding

T.

= team skidding

B.

= both

S.L.T. = self-loading truck
L.

8.

= loader

H.T. = horse trailer
S.T. = stock truck

9.

H.

= houselogs

U.P. = utility poles
S.

= sawlogs

P. & R. = posts and rails
P.

= pulp

F.

= firewood

C.

= cedar

B.P. = barn poles
12.

(T)

= team skidding

(S)

= single skidding

APPENDIX D
RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE
1.

2.

3.

LOGGING
EXPERIENCE
(YEARS)

HORSE
LOGGING
EXPERIENCE
(YEARS)

BASIS FOR
RESPONSES

1.

6

6

E

2,

10

7

3,

1

4.

4.
NUMBER
HORSES

5.

6.

7.

ANITFRICTION
DEVICES

HORSES FOR
LOADING

LOADING

B

Buriks

No

SLT

£

T

Skid pan

Yes

1

E

B

None

No

SLT

25

6

A.R.

B

Arch

No

SLT

5

4

4

E

B

None

No

SLT

6

6

6

A.R.

B

None

No

L

7

1/2

1/2

M.R.

S

None

No

SLT

8

35

6

E

B

None

No

SLT

9

48

3

E

B

None

No

SLT

10

40

7

E

B

None

No

SLT

11

3

3

M.R.

S

None

No

SLT

12

4

2

E

B

None

No

SLT

13

4

2

M.R.

B

None

No

SLT

9.
PRODUCTS
SKIDDED

RESPONSE
NUMBER

10.
RANKING
PRODUCTS

11.
AVE. HOURS
SKIDDED

12.
AVE. PRODUCTION PER DAY,
M B.F.

13.
NUMBER OF WEEKS
HORSES USED

14.
YEARLY COST
PER HORSE

1.

H., S.,
P. & R., P.

S., H., P.,
P. & R.

5

1.3 (S)

52

$

650.00

2.

U.P.S.

U.P.S.

9

8.0 (T)

32

$

400.00

3.

C.

C.

5

5.0 (S)

12

$1,004.00

4.

H., U.P., S.
P. & R., F.

S.H.U.P.,
P. & R., F.

6

1.5 (S)

28

$

5.

H., U.P.,
S. P., F.

U.P., H., S.,
P., F.

8

4.0 (T or S)

52

$1,195.00

6.

H., S.,
P. & R.

H., S., P. & R.

8

3.0 (S)

40

$1,133.00

7.

S., P. & R.,
F., B. P.

B. P., S., F.,
P. & R.

8

2.5 (S)

52

$

575.00

8.

H., S.,
P. & R., P.
F., Pilings

Piling, S.,
H., P. & R., P.,
F.

9

1.3 (S)

52

$

550.00

9.

S.

S.

7

2.0 (S)

12

$

700.00

10.

S., F.

S., F.

8

?

40

$1,000.00

11.

S., C.

S., C.

6

2.0 (S)

16

$

700.00

12.

H., S.

S., H.

6

3.0 (T or S)

52

$

610.00

13.

H., S., P.

H., S., P.

5

4.0 (S)

16

$1,095.00

620.00

RESPONSE
NUMBER

15.
EFFECTIVE
HORSE LIFE
(YEARS)

16.
COST PER
M B.F.
SKIDDING

17.
LONGEST
ECONOMICAL
SKID (FT.)

HOURLY WAGE

19.
LESS IMPACT
THAN EQUIPMENT

$6.00-8.00

Yes

Hard Work

18.

20.

REASON FOR
PROFIT

1.

10

$

50.00

400

2.

12

$

40.00

1,200

?

Yes

No equipment costs

3.

6

?

800

$12.00

Yes

Cheap Stumpage

4.

10

$

35.00

600

$6.00-8.00

Yes

Cheap Stumpage,
Experience

5.

6

$

40.00

180

$6.00-8.00

Yes

Cheap Stumpage

6.

10

$

45.00

300

$11.00

Yes

Cheap Stumpage,
Hard Work and
Experience

7.

15

?

400

$6.00-8.00

Yes

Not Profitable

8.

12

?

500

$6.00-8.00

Yes

Cheap Stumpage,
Low Overhead

9.

15

50.00

300

$6.00-8.00

Yes

Cheap Stumpage

10.

10

1,300

$6.00-8.00

Yes

Not Profitable

11.

14

$

40.00

150

$6.00-8.00

Yes

Cheap Stumpage,
Small Capital Outlay

12.

16

$

55.00

600

$10.00

Yes

Cheap Stumpage

13.

16

$ 30.00
(5 yr. ago)

900

$12.00

Yes

Cheap Stumpage

$

?

21.
REASON
UNPROFITABLE

22.
MOTIVE IF
UNPROFITABLE

23.
COMPETITIVE WITH
EQUIPMENT LOGGING

1.

None

None

No

2.

None

None

No

3.

None

None

No

4.

None

None

No

5.

None

None

No

6.

None

None

No

7.

Equipment
Repair
Costs

None
(stopped)

No

8.

None

None

No

9.

None

None

No

10.

Low Output

Enjoy it,
extra income
(retired)

No

11.

None

None

No

12.

None

None

No

13.

None

None

No

RESPONSE
NUMBER

Appendix E.

"Champion Draft Horse Does Vanishing Act".
12—Missoulian, Sunday, February 24, 1980

Champion draft horse
does vanishing act
By Richard Eggert
Correspondent
RONAN — It was a bright, warm
July Saturday when Bob Toelke, Ronan,
unhitched Pete, a mammoth 18.2-hand
Belgian gelding from his skidding traces
and led him to drink at Herzog Creek
east of Arlee.
Toelke had borrowed Pete, a cham
pion pulling draft horse, the day before
to help skid posts and polesrfrom a cut
ting block at the top of the Nine Mile
Divide.
The pair had been working together
all morning — Toelke leading and Pete
providing the muscle — and both were
sweaty, tired and hungry by noon when
they stopped.
Toelke had just turned to walk down
the path toward camp and lunch when
Pete stopped drinking and started mov
ing up the path toward the Divide.
Toelke started after the horse but
couldn't keep up with him after the ani
mal broke into a trot.

"The last I saw of him, he disap
peared behind a bend in the trail and
from there he just seemed to vanish off
the face of the earth," Toelke recalled.
The disappearance of Pete has been
an intriguing mystery for scores of
people in the Jocko Valley for the past
seven months.
The 6-year-old light sorrel gelding
was one of the biggest animals in west
ern Montana. He stands nearly 6 feet
high at the shoulders and weighs close to
a ton. His feet are big enough to cover a
good-sized skillet and his No. 8 iron
shoes weigh several pounds and leave a
distinctive three-cork mark.
Corks are the turned down knobs on
horsehoes which provide traction. Usu
ally, shoes for saddle horses have only
two corks at the rear of the shoe, but
shoes for draft horses have a third cork
at the bend or front of the shoe for extra
pulling traction.
Pete's shoes were eight times as
large as the No. 1 shoes worn by most

saddle horses.
Pete was a gentle, intelligent (if
sometimes mischievous) horse, accord
ing to Forrest Davis, the man whoowned and raised him. Davis, who is
manager of the San Francisco Ranch ;
east of Poison, said Pete was not ontly 'j
the most promising draft horse th\° j
ranch owned, but also was everybody'sV
favorite pet.
It is hard to think of a one-ton horse
as being cute, but that is the way Davis
and the hands around the ranch felt
about him. "He was always into some
thing, and there wasn't a gate or door
latch he couldn't figure out if he tried,"
Davis said.
Yet Pete, for all of his bulk and
brawn and easy-going ways, dissolved
into the forest east of Arlee without a
trace.
Toelke said that after Pete trotted
out of sight he raced back to camp and
jumped on another horse bareback to
pursue Pete.

Appendix E (continued)

Bob Toelke, left, and Forrest Davis stand near a draft horse team including Pete's former companion
at the San Francisco R.-snch

Appendix E (continued).

"I wasn't the least bit worried. I fi
gured he would be stopped some place
up the trail munching on grass," Toelke
said. But there was no trace of Pete on
the trail and he had not wandered
through another camp about a mile
above Toelke's camp.
More curious than concerned,
Toelke returned to camp and then
headed up toward the pass with his wife,
Donna. This was the first of scores of
trips they took looking for Pete into the
hills surrounding the Jocko River.
The Toelkes have been involved
with horses for decades. They operated
outfitting camps in Glacier National
Park and the Bob Marshall Wilderness,
and Toelke said he has probably owned
more than 600 horses. Together, he and
Donna have ridden and pulled horses
thousands of miles over the most rugged
terrain in western Montana.
But they have never lost an animal
before Pete. "I just dont' understand
it," said Toelke, shaking his head?
"you'd think it would be easier to lose
an elephant in this country than a horse
like that. Heck, he's almost as big as
some of these mountains around here."

«i just don't understand it. You'd think it
. would be easier to lose an elephant in this
country than a horse like that. Heck, he's al
most as big as some of these mountains
around here."
—Bob Toelke
That first day the Toelkes found
Pete's trail leading up to a saddle above
Arlee. The ground was well-trampled
and "there was no mistake about who
make those tracks," Toelke said.
But the tracks disappeared into the
forest and weeks of searching didn't
reveal a trace of Pete. The Toelkes
spread the word around the Jocko and
Mission valleys and posted a $1,500 re
ward for the return of Pete alive and
well to the San Fransisco Ranch.
By the end of August, some two
dozen people had combed the area on
foot, in trucks and on horseback but
there was not a sign of Pete. Toelke
even hired an airplane and flew over the
area five time. The forest seemed to
have swallowed all 2,000 pounds of Pete
the horse.
Then, in late September, Davis got
word that a Swiss couple had seen "a
huge, red horse with a face like a
sheep's" near Twin Lakes east of Arlee,
about 25 miles from the spot where Pete
had disappeared.
"If you had to describe Pete's face, I
think you would have to say it looked
like a sheep's face. He has a large bald
spot on his face that runs down over his
nose and makes him look just like a
great big lamb," Davis said.

"I can't believe a huge horse like
Pete could have gone all that way with
out somebody seeing him. I think some
body must have picked him up as a
stray." said Davis.
Both men agree that Pete probably
would not have survived the winter had
f he still been on the lose in the rugged
I Jocko-St. Mary's country when the snow
However, the encounter had oc jcame. "Pete is a big horse with a large
curred in August and by the time Dav&' appetite and there just isn't enough win
ter graze up there to support him,"
and the Toelkes got to Twin Lakes,
Davis said.
Pete's trail was stone cold.
The deep snows that pile high in the
Toelke thinks Pete was trying to
valleys and cornice the ridges of this
find his way home. He has reconstructed
remote country halted the search. But
the few puzzle pieces available to show
the Toelkes plan to explore the narrow
the Tiorse worked his way down the
foothill game trails this spring, looking
Reservation Divide west of Arlee,
for Pete or his crater-sized footprints.
worked around the north side of IJvaro
If Pete is still alive, he shouldn't be
Hill, crossed Highway 93 and plodded
hard to identify. He is undoubtedly one
his way up the Jocko River Valley east
of the few horses in western Montana
of Arlee.
that is capable of blotting out $ |frod
Pete then crossed over Pistol Creek
portion of the horizoh.
'
Ridge, which separates the Jocko from
On his left hip he carries the ancient
St. Mary's Lake drainages, and was
> working his way north when he reached
bar-plus-bar brand which used to grace
the rumps of all livestock of the Jesuit
Twin Lakes. Some 40 miles north along: fathers of St. Ignatius. The brand has
the foothills of the Mission Mountains is
been transferred to the Pack River Co.
Flathead Lake and the San Fransisco
which now owns the fathers' farm in St.
Ranch.
Ignatius as well as the San Fransisco
"He was heading for the barn. Just
Ranch.
like any animal, he'll try to work his way
One of the lingering fears of both
home," Toelke speculated.
Toelke and Davis is that Pete may have
Davis also believes that the horse, been caught and sold for meat on the
seen at Twin Lakes was Pete, but he
black market.
feels that the big Belgian had already
"He was branded," Davis said, "but
been picked up by somebody and is run
there are ways an unscrupulous person ,
and there are plenty of those around,
ning with another group of horses now.
could have marketed him. I really hate
to think of Pete as a ton of dog food."
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